
men heat polar fleece vest , wholesale winter wool sleeveless vest

 





As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in Wuhan, China more than 11 Years, we mainly
produce and supply our products to Europe, North and South America and Middle East.Two Pattern
Designers over 20 years experience. The newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision.  Eight
QC inspector control the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way, about Two hundred
10-15 years experience workers,strong accountability mechanisms.
 
Applications:
 

Industry Places Oil, Gas station,Mining,Offshore,Road,Factory,Electric,Sanitation
Worker

Construction Construction worker,builder

Logistics Driver,porter,courier,staff of transportation
 

 
Specifications:
 



 Size Size for men woman, unisex ,youth  are all available.
Fabric 100% polyester fleece

Function Aniti-pilling,Breathable,Lightweight,Comfort,Wear-resisting,Close Skin,Windproof, Keep Warm, The
Best Choice for Outdoor Wear or Sport Wear

Fabric weight Normal fabric weight is 320gsm, but 260gsm,280gsm, 300gsm, 350sm are also available
Logo embroidery, TPU press logo
Design OEM & ODM 
Color Existing color or PMS dyed color
MOQ 100pcs for jacket made by PMS dyed color fabric
Zipper YKK, SBS, YCC, local normal zipper
Hem elastic cord, eyelets and plastic stopper at body bottom.
Stitching Normal standard stitching,lock stitch,Zig-ZAG,flatlock,or as your requirements.

Packing 1 Piece in 1 polybag with size sticker, 18pcs/ctn/50x40x40cm,G.W.: 11kgs/ctn
(customized marks at packing boxes are available if the jacket quantity is more than 200pcs)

Payment terms T/T, L/C , Western Union, Paypal

Sample time Normally,  10days after artwork and everything details
confirmation,but depends on the designs and your requirements.

Mass Production
Delivery time 55 days after sample confirmation and deposit payment

 
Description
 
* Full PVC zipper closure
* Two side pockets
* two elastic cuffs
* elasticated adjuster bottom
* Can be with reflective tapes on the back
 

Competitive Advantages:
 
1. Over 11 Years leading manufacturer in Wuhan.Professional and Honest. 
2. Free to make counter samples. 
3. SGS Report available. 
4. About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
5.. Over 20 years experience of our two designers,they are skillful at the newest software for pattern
making,efficient and precision.
6. 8 QC inspectors:constroling the quality from Cutting,Sewing,Packaging,Ironing all the way

 
Why Choose Us?
 
 1, We have professional experience about 11 years,our maket are located in East middle maket,south
America, European and so on.
2, We have design department,our designs continuously develop new products based on the demand of
the market.
3, Once order is placed, the quality control is strictly carried out from beginning to the end.



4, We choose the qualified suppliers of fabric, accessaries and packing materials.
5, The material will be strictly inspected when they arrive in the factory.
6, Our annual production capacity is 100,000----120,000pcs per month
Production line:

contact us:

 


